Introduction
The 3D ZOCRS operator is based on a second order approximation of traveltimes in midpoint and half-offset coordinates (Cristini 2003) . The stacking surface in the timespace domain, used to compute the CRS volume, depends on eight parameters that describe the shape and direction of normal ray and wavefront curvatures for Normal (N) wave and Normal Incidence Point (NIP) wave. The eight parameters are obtained with only two searches (a three-parameters followed by a five-parameter search) determined by a coherency analysis procedure. The method does not require the exact knowledge of the velocity model, an a priori knowledge of the near surface constant velocity being sufficient. However in presence of multiples it is possible to constrain the parameters' space using an input velocity field. These boundaries can be obviously relaxed depending on the reliability of the velocity field. Moveout corrections are stretch-free, computed automatically for every sample and not limited to single CMP locations, but are extended, in a physically consistent manner, to super-gather defined on the projected Fresnel zones. This implies a better focusing of the events and a dramatic increase of fold. Adding to the previous ones the contribution of the structural term derived from the N-wavefront leads a superior imaging quality. Moreover, considering this approach as a data driven technique, the auxiliary outputs (e.g. projected Fresnel zones and structural term) may provide useful information for inversion and interpretation. 
3D CRS

Summary
3D Zero-Offset Common Reflection Surface Stack (3D ZOCRS) stacking technique has demonstrated, through the last few years, to improve the imaging quality with respect to the conventional NMO/DMO processing. It is a full data driven approach, particularly efficient and robust in case of poor S/N and low coverage data and it properly handles, in amplitude preserved way, cases characterized by lateral velocity variations and structural complexity. The 3D CRS technique, now implemented at industrial level, is becoming in ENI a widely applied processing step. In this paper we show the results for two medium-low fold datasets, characterized by different S/ N ratio and geological framework. The improvements of the overall structural images obtained with a Post-Stack Time Migration of the 3D CRS stack when compared to 3D NMO/DMO + Post-Stack Time Migration (first case) or 3D Pre-Stack Time Migration (second case) are clearly visible in the results. Some insights regarding the reason of these improvements are addressed in the discussion.
Data & processing
The first area under study (case 1) is located in Italy and is characterized by a rather complex geological setting with large elevation changes and considerable lateral variations of shallow interval velocities. The full 3D dataset was acquired, with a maximum offset of 4000 m and a nominal fold of 25, in two different surveys and covers approximately an area of over 650 sqkm. Because of the complexity of the area and the presence, during acquisition, of strong environmental constraints, the seismic data present a very poor S/N ratio. The bad quality of the pre-stack data reflected on all the processing steps and particularly in the statics correction computation and in the velocity field determination. After a proper noise rejection sequence and an additional residual statics step, a conventional 3D DMO stack was produced and then time migrated via a ù -x algorithm. The obtained results gave, unfortunately, an unclear image of the target area. In the effort to increase the S/N ratio and to obtain a better structural image a 3D CRS was run with the same pre-stack data as input and then PoST migrated with the same velocity used in the migration of the conventional data. In the results paragraph are reported two in-lines selected from the PoSTM volumes (CRS and conventional). The second area under study (case 2) belongs to the central part of the Niger delta geological region. The available 3D data cover an area of about 120 sqkm with a nominal fold of 14 and a maximum offset of about 5000 m. The preprocessing flow applied by the contractor before pre stack time migrating the dataset was quite standard and (429) comprehensive of refractions statics, geometrical spreading and surface consistent amplitude compensation, spiking decon, random noise attenuation, velocity analysis and residual statics. Despite to the low fold and thanks to a high S/N ratio, the quality of the PSTM volume is good, particularly in the upper and mid part. However the target area, situated deeper and characterized by a mild, faulted anticline, presents an image quality too low for a clear and (430) reliable interpretation. In the effort to improve the image quality and perform a fair comparison with PSTM results, the 3DCRS was fed with the same pre-stack data and afterwards post stack time migrated via a ù -x algorithm. For the sake of clarity, while the PSTM was performed on the whole dataset, the 3D CRS was performed only on a sub- 
volume and so that the migration border effect has to be taken in account in the comparison. as an example only.
Examples
In figure 1 are shown two selected in-lines extracted from the first area volumes: in particular in a) and c) are shown the PoSTM of the 3D CRS while in b) and d) the PoSTM of the conventional stack. At a first glance the S/N ratio of the CRS sections is definitely higher when compared to the conventional one. Looking in detail the target area (enclosed by the circles in the figures) presents a clear increase in the continuity of the events and is structurally better defined. Please note also the reflectors coming out in the shallow part of sections a) and c) and in the deeper part of section a). In figure 2 are shown a selected in-line and x-line extracted from the second area volumes: in particular a) and c) show the PoSTM of the CRS respectively for the selected x-line and in-line. Again, while the PSTM was performed on the whole dataset, the 3D CRS was performed only on a sub-volume and so the migration border effect has to be taken in account in the comparison. Moreover the migration has been performed with the same velocity model used to migrate the pre stack data. In b) and d) the PSTM for the same lines selected before. It is clearly visible how for both lines in (a and c) the reflectors through all the section are much more continuous and defined. This improved continuity is gained without loosing spatial resolution: in fact in (a and c) we have an even better definition of a fault in the target area (indicated by the arrows) respect to the PSTM section (b and d). Moreover the 3DCRS+PoSTM approach preserves the steep deeping reflectors in the deeper part (indicated by the circle in c)) that are of difficult interpretation in (d). Last but not least this approach does not impact on the frequency content that results perfectly comparable between the two sections. Complete fault identification will be very soon investigated with a coherency cube analysis, particularly in the lower part of the volume where the quality of the PSTM is still too noisy. Ongoing works are focused on well matching, and 3D CRS Tomography for a better definition of the velocity field in depth for migration and inversion purposes.
Discussion
The presented case studies represent two almost opposite situations: the first one is characterized by a very low S/N ratio and rather complex geological setting and the second one by a good S/N ratio and a quite clear but very faulted structure. On the basis of the present and previous works, the better S/N ratio and the better continuity can be explained with the characteristics of the 3D CRS stacking surface, and in particular with its inner dependence on the eight parameters.
These parameters, that are searched scanning the pre-stack data and evaluated at every CMP location and for every sample, describe two simple, physically meaningful Wave Fronts crossing the media, namely NIP and Normal. In practice while the NIP WF carries the information on the NMO velocities and their dependence on the dip and azimuth and is performed in the CMP domain, the Normal WF contains the local information on the shape of the reflectors and is performed on the projected Fresnel zones. The two WF are not independent since the envelope of the NIP WF corresponds to the N WF. This intrinsic relationship leads to an implicit robustness of the method since nonlinear combinations of parameters are searched in different domains (NIP & N) . Moreover the computation of each parameter is performed on a wide aperture, conceptually identical to the aperture of a Kirchhoff migration, giving a great stability to the search algorithm and a dramatic increase of fold. On the contrary conventional techniques (NMO/DMO and/or PoSTM & PSTM) only use single information (i.e. velocity) to get the image of the subsurface. Last but not least from a global point of view the 3D CRS technique is completely data driven: all the information we use are embedded within the data and not over imposed from the outside
Conclusions
For both the cases the 3DCRS technique, coupled with a PoSTM, gives a better imaging when compared to usual NMO/DMO+PoSTM or PSTM. The examples here presented show the improvement that this technology can give and an explanation of the reason why it can work better than usual technologies. There are great expectations from the use of the CRS parameters to get other very useful information, e.g. the determination of the interval velocity field following the way indicated by E. Duveneck (2004) .
